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Abstract
Understanding the underlying architecture of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) has been
one of the major goals in systems biology and bioinformatics as it can provide insights in disease
dynamics and drug development. Such GRNs are characterized by their scale-free degree
distributions and existence of network motifs, which are small subgraphs of specific types and
appear more abundantly in GRNs than in other randomized networks. In fact, such motifs are
considered to be the building blocks of GRNs (and other complex networks) and they help
achieve the underlying robustness demonstrated by most biological networks.
The goal of this thesis is to design biological network (specifically, GRN) growing
models. As the motif distribution in networks grown using preferential attachment based
algorithms do not match that of the GRNs seen in model organisms like E. coli and yeast, we
hypothesize that such models at a single node level may not properly reproduce the observed
degree and motif distributions of biological networks. Hence, we propose a new network
growing algorithm wherein the central idea is to grow the network one motif (specifically, we
consider one downlink motif) at a time. The accuracy of our proposed algorithm was evaluated
extensively and show much better performance than existing network growing models both in
terms of degree and motif distributions.
We also propose a complex network growing game that can identify important strategies
behind motif interactions by exploiting human (i.e., gamer) intelligence. Our proposed gaming
software can also help in educational purposes specifically designed for complex network
studies.

xi

Chapter One Introduction

Understanding the underlying architecture of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) has been
one of the major goals in systems biology and bioinformatics as it can provide insights in disease
dynamics and drug development ([1], [2]). As with many engineered networks like wireless
networks [3, 44-46] and airline networks [4], GRNs are represented by graphs composed of a set
of nodes and links connecting them together. Here the nodes signify the genes in a cell, and a set
of directed links that correspond to interacting pairs of genes [5] representing the biological
processes of translation and transcription [6]. Such GRNs exhibit a unique property- the
phenomenon of ”biological robustness” ([7], [8]) which allows genes to adapt and recover from
disturbances in gene expression [9].
Gene expression robustness arise from the feed-back control nodal arrangements and
other repetitive substructures [10] found in the GRN topology; in this regard GRN robustness is
attributed to recently discovered specialized substructures in GRNs, termed as ”network motifs”
[11]. Motifs are considered to be the building blocks of many complex networks [12](including
GRNs) as they appear more commonly in their topologies than would be anticipated in
randomized networks [12] having the same number of nodes and links, as well as similar degree
distributions although different overall topologies. Though much consideration has been focused
toward unfolding their individual purposes theoretically [13] and experimentally [14], little is
understood on their coupling in relation to their natural evolution.
In [12], the authors list the types of all 3-6 node motif structures. Among the most
common motifs of the GRN of model prokaryotic bacteria such as Escherichia coli (herein E.
1

coli) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (herein Yeast), are Feed-forward loops (FFLs) and Bifans
(BFs), shown in Figure 2-2. In genetic networks gene A can intensify or decelerate the
production of speciﬁc enzymes in gene B, if a link is projected from A to B, subsequently the
terms up- and down-regulation are used to express these processes. An FFL is composed of three
genes, the father gene regulates a left and a right child gene, while the left child regulates the
right- a topology which allows FFLs to generate pulses, signal delays and irreversible speedups
[13]. BFs constitute four genes, two of which simultaneously regulating the other two and are
known to be the constituents of the dense overlapping regulons in the GRN’s backbone which is
responsible for conducting vital functions such as nutrient metabolism and bio-synthesis of
essential branches of cellular elements [15].
It is notable to point out that all motifs are a product of the coupling between one or two
and/or a mixture of one of the three two edge motif substructures presented in Figure 2; the
uplink, the downlink and the three chain. For instance a BF can be viewed as two downlinks
coupled by sharing both child genes and an FFL can be viewed as an uplink or a downlink
sharing all three genes with a three chain. Moreover, we have conducted computational analysis
to estimate the percentages of the genetic interactions covered by the mentioned structures in the
GRN of E. coli and we observed that 54:7% of them are covered by FFLs, 82% by BFs, 99.4%
by downlinks, 83:9% by uplinks and 78:3% by three chains. Considering the above observations,
we hypothesize that downlinks are the most notable substructures in terms of describing the
evolution GRNs due to gene coupling.
Despite the fact that the impact of motif coupling on the all-embracing function of the
GRN is still a mystery, several researchers are focused in this particular area. For example,
investigations of gene coupling for different motif patterns have been conducted using
2

mathematical modeling of transcription and translation in order to reveal substructure
functionalities ([16], [17], [14]). Comprehensive experimental research have been conducted to
reveal the extent at which the bacteria can endure the switching (or rewiring) of gene promoters
[18]. Moreover, authors in [19] considered the occurrence of individual genes in FFL
substructures of E. coli and compared these node-motif distributions with networks grown one
node at a time using preferential attachment based linear and non-linear attachment kernels.
The goal of this thesis is to design biological network (specifically, GRN) growing
models. As the motif distribution in networks grown using the algorithm proposed in [19] did not
match that of the original E. coli GRN, we hypothesize that preferential attachment models at a
single node level may not properly reproduce the observed degree and motif distributions of
biological networks. Hence, we propose a new network growing algorithm wherein the central
idea is to grow the network one motif (specifically, we consider one downlink motif) at a time.
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Chapter Two Literature Review

A network of interconnected entities, generally termed vertices or nodes, and a set of
relationship or connections among these nodes, can represent different categorical relationships
in different fields such as the World Wide Web, social networks, citation networks [21],
ecological networks [22], phone call networks [23], wireless sensor networks and many others. A
prime example would be a social network having vertices as personal profiles, and
interconnections determining profiles which are allowed to access one another (or “Friend”
relationship).
In the field of biology, many biochemical networks that describe the molecular-level
patterns of interaction [24] can be formed such as protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks
[25], metabolic and biochemical networks [26], signal transduction network and genetic
regulatory networks (GRN). Biological networks, specifically GRNs, have evolved to adapt
with environmental changes [27] that was attributed to the existence of repeated patterns of small
structures known as motifs [28] that are considered to be the building blocks of complex
networks [12]. Basically, GRNs were scanned for different patterns of subnetworks with nnodes.

4

The occurrences of n-node patterns in a GRN are compared with the occurrences of the
same patterns in randomized networks of the same size and having the same degree sequences. If
the pattern abundance difference between the GRN and the randomized networks is relatively
high compared to other pattern abundance differences, then this pattern is labeled as a motif.

Figure (2-1) all 13 possible 3 nodes subgraphs.
Several theoretical [13] and experimental [14] studies were conducted to relate the
influence of these motifs to network robustness. Figure (2-1) shows all possible patterns for three
node motifs observed in E. coli. In [12], different kinds of motifs were counted within different
types of networks in order to understand the functionality produced due to coupling of these

5

repeated structures. It was observed that GRNs demostrate the Feed-Forward loop (herein FFL)
and the Bi-fan (herein BF) structures as their primary 3 and 4 node motifs respectively; These
motifs are depicted in Figure (2-2).

Figure (2-2) Feed-forward loop (FFL) and Bi-fan (BF) motif structures
Hence, a central goal of bioinformatics research is to design models and algorithms for
robust network design that can preserve both the degree and motif distributions of biological
networks. Several dynamic models known as generative networks models [24]) were designed to
grow complex networks [29]. It starts with a specific set of nodes and edges and are grown
adding nodes and edges to the network using defined rules of attachments. The grown networks
are validated to sample biological networks specifically in terms of their degree sequences that
should follow a power-law distribution, having few nodes with very high degrees compared to
the average degree, and many nodes having very low degrees when compared with the average.
The most popular algorithm in this area is the preferential attachment model [30] which is well
known to simulate the phenomenon “The rich get richer and the poor get poorer”. However, the
preferential attchmant model can only create undirected networks; authors in [19] proposed a
modified preferential attachment algorithm using 3 attachment kernels to design directed
biological network growing models.

6

Chapter Three Preliminary and Advance Network Structures

3.1. Identifying the problem
The network growing algorithm designed in [19] follows the preferential attachment model
where one node is added to the substrate network at a time to create directed GRNs of arbitrary
size. While this algorithm showed very good correspondence with the E. coli GRN in terms of
the degree distribution, they perform poorly on comparing the feed-forward loop motif
distributions of these networks. Such motif distributions were computed by counting the number
of nodes that participate in 1 feed-forward loop only; 2 feed-forward loops only and so on. This
motivates the following question: do biological networks grow one node at a time? As motifs are
central to their functionality and robustness and work as a single unit (or building block), we
hypothesize that GRNs actually evolved (or grew in size) at a motif level. To test this hypothesis,
we restrict ourselves to only downlink motifs (that cover most of the nodes and edges in the E.
coli GRN by itself) in this thesis. Our goal is to design a preferential downlink attachment
algorithm which also considers the node types (genes and transcription factor nodes) to study if
that can preserve both the degree and motif distribution in the grown networks. Hence this work
is just a first step towards motif based network growing models which can be perfected if one
considers the other structures as well moving forward.
3.2. Networks and its adjacency matrix:
A network or graph

is defined as a pair of

vertices or nodes that participate in the network and

where

refers to the non-empty set of

refers to the non-empty set of edges

between nodes. An edge is presented as a combination of two nodes. There are two types of

7

network: directed and undirected network. The type of the edge is specified by the kind of the
relationship between a pair of nodes. In this work, a biological network is used where genes and
regulations represent the nodes and edges.
An adjacency matrix is used to represent the network. An adjacency matrix
dimension square array with

number of columns and rows, wherein, the matrix element

would signify the edge going from the node
element

is a two

to the node . In undirected network, the matrix

would represent an edge between

and

without direction. The network

adjacency matrix may contain Boolean or integer values depending on the usage of the network.
Boolean adjacency matrix would be used to reflect the existence of unweighted edges between
nodes. Integer adjacency matrix would be used to reflect the existence of an edge between the
two related nodes with a weight specified.

[

]

3.3. Node indexing and organizing for both goal and substrate network.
Here we define the goal network as the actual biological network that the algorithm will try
to predict by starting from a smaller substrate network. All our goal (or reference) networks were
extracted from an online scientific application called 43, which is a program that provides the
transcriptional regulatory networks structure of the Escherichia Coli (herein E. coli) and Yeast
organisms and options for extracting subgraphs of specific sizes.
Every gene node extracted from the GRN of E. coli has three properties that define their
unique genetic representations. These properties are:
8



Unique numeric identifier



Unique string identifier



Node type (transcription factor “T” or gene “G”).

We created a vertex structure such that it has the same characteristics as shown in the
code listing below:
Define Structure vertex
Let Numeric_ID As Integer
Let String_ID As String
Let Node_Type As Boolean // True for Transcription factor and False for genes
End Structure
Note that only the goal network will use all vertex components. All other grown networks’
nodes in this study would only use the

and

components, since

unspecified downlink nodes are added to the substrate network. When the program loads the goal
network, we store each node using its unique identifiers in
nodes array. The variable

designating the goal network

will refer to the number of nodes in the goal

network. Also, note that the goal network will primarily be used to assess the accuracy of our
proposed algorithm by comparing the grown networks (of the same size) with the goal network.
The substrate network represents a subgrah of the goal network and its nodes
initially have the same properties as goal network’s nodes have (as they are directly extracted
from the goal network). However, the procedure used for storing the nodes of a substrate
network is different than the one used for the goal network. Every new node has its unique
numeric identifier which is the same as node’s index. In this case, we can refer to the substrate
network node by either its numeric identifier or by its index. A variable is used to preserve the
9

number of substrate network’s nodes

so that with each new node added,

will be incremented and the identifier of the new incoming node will be
equal to the new value of

.

3.4. Motifs and downlinks
Downlink are motif substructures composed of three nodes, wherein a father node regulates
two leaf nodes; the left and right child. Generally, a transcription factor is capable of regulating
other transcription factors and genes, while genes are nodes which do not regulate others, hence
do not constitute any outgoing links. Figure (3-1) shows a downlink structure.

Figure (3-1) Schematic of a downlink: father node and two sons with two edges only.
Therefore the father node in a downlink is always a transcription factor and the leaf nodes
can be either genes or transcription factors. Based on the gene types, the following classes of
downlinks can be a result of the different gene combinations:

10

1.

: A downlink consisting of one transcription factor and two genes. The father node
(transcription factor) regulates two genes.

2.

: A downlink consisting of two transcription factors and one gene. The father node
(transcription factor) regulates a transcription factor and a gene.

3.

A downlink that consists of three transcription factors. The father node (transcription
factor) regulates two transcription factor nodes.

Figure (3-2) Schematic of possible types of downlink (tgg, ttg, ttt)
In each type downlink

and

, the first letter refers to the father node in the GRN

followed by the other two leaf nodes, such that a downlink is identified by a string identifier
<father leaf leaf>. The data structure for a downlink is considered as follows:
Structure downlink
Public father As vertex
Public left As vertex
Public right As vertex
End Structure

11

The pseudo-code below describes the procedure for identifying and returning a downlink
substructure:

Type of downlink (downlink)
Count number of transcription nodes TF.
If number of TF=1 THEN
return tgg.
Else If number of TF=2 THEN
return ttg
Else
return ttt.
End

3.5.

Downlink List

A downlink list represents a list of all the possible unique combinations of nodes that
compose a downlink. Different networks will have different combination of downlinks based on
the structure of the network. Given a regulatory network shown in figure 3-3, we can find the list
of downlinks that exist in the network as following:

12

Figure (3-3) Sample regulatory network.
To calculate the number of downlinks in any network:
∑

∑
By using both equations (1) and (2) on the network in figure (3-3), only the following nodes will
have non-zero outdegrees:

13

Number of
Node

Outdegree (

)
downlinks

1

6

15

2

4

6

3

3

3

Table (3-1) Nodes with outdegree

2 and corresponding number of downlinks.

Therefore, number of downlinks in the given network is

. The elements

of the downlink list of the sample network shown in figure (3-3) are given in the table below:
Left

Right

son

son

1

2

3

1

2

4

1

2

5

1

2

6

1

2

7

1

3

4

1

3

5

1

3

6

1

3

7

1

4

5

Father

14

1

4

6

1

4

7

1

5

6

1

5

7

1

6

7

2

8

3

2

8

9

2

8

10

2

9

3

2

9

10

2

10

3

3

10

11

3

10

12

3

11

12

Table (3-2) List of downlinks from the network in figure (3-3)
Note that the number of unique downlinks increases exponentially when there are more
connections available. The algorithm below shows how to generate the downlink list:
Let n be the number of nodes in the network

15

Let

nodes(n)

be

the

set

of

n

nodes

participating

in

the

current

network;

network_adjacency_matrix(n×n) be a two dimension array storing the network structure; and
n_dl be the number of downlinks
for i := 1 to n
for j :=1 to n
if network_adjacency_matrix(i,j) = 1 and i <> j then
for k := 1 to n
father = nodes(i)
found = false
if j<k then
left_son = nodes(j)
right_son = nodes(k)
else
left_son = nodes(k)
right_son= nodes(j)
end if
for l=1 to n_dl
//checking the existence of the downlink in the downlink list.
if downlink_list(l).father = father and
downlink_list(l).left= left_son and
downlink_list(l).right = right_son then
found = true
exit for

16

end if
if not found then
n_dl ++
downlink_list(n_dl).father = father
downlink_list(n_dl).left = left_son
downlink_list(n_dl).right = right_son
end if
end if
end for
end if
end for
end for
3.6. Vertex sharing Motif Network (VMN)
Vertex sharing motif networks

uses graph transformation on the original GRN to

create an undirected weighted network representing the network of connected downlinks,
wherein every downlink in the GRN is represented here as a node. A
represented as a square matrix of size (

) where

number of downlinks. An element in the
nodes between the downlink in index

can be
represents the

would represent the number of shared

and the downlink in index , which is either 0,1,2 or 3 (as

two downlinks can at most share 3 vertices). This matrix represents an undirected weighted
network since both downlinks of and

share the same number of nodes. As mentioned before

the number of downlinks increase exponentially with more links in the GRN, hence the number
of nodes and edges in the VMN increase exponentially as the network keeps growing.
17

[

]
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Chapter four Downlink Based Network Statistics

4.1. Downlink-downlink combinations.
As we have seen so far that many downlinks share node(s) with one another, hence we can
utilize this property as a relationship between each pair of downlinks. In a network, we can find
the list of available downlink-downlink combinations in terms of sharing nodes through the
downlinks list mentioned above. First, we must define the different classes of downlinkdownlink combination:
1- Downlink-downlink combinations that share one node.
2- Downlink-downlink combinations that share two nodes.
3- Downlink-downlink combinations that share three nodes.
All the possible downlink-downlink combinations of one, two and three shared nodes are
listed as shows in tables (4-1), (4-2) and (4-3) considering the different types of downlinks
comprising ‘T’ or ‘G’ nodes. The combinations that are not supported in each case are shown as
deleted in the corresponding entries. These combinations were created based on the fact that a
gene node cannot have any outgoing edges.

Table (4-1) Downlink-downlink combinations sharing one node only

19

Table (4-2) Downlink-downlink combinations sharing two nodes only

Table (4-3) shows downlink-downlink combination shares three nodes only

In order to calculate the different combinations we use the downlink list to compare every
downlink with all other downlinks. The comparison algorithm is showed below:
Set all the network’s counts to zero
For i := 1 to number of downlink in the network
Get the type of downlink i and increase that type counts(either
For j = i + 1 to number of downlink
x = get the number of shared nodes between downlink i and downlink j.
Get the string combination of the downlink i and downlink j.
Increase the same combination counts of the same number of shared nodes.
End For
End For
We next present the pseudo-code of the algorithm for getting the number of shared nodes
between any two downlinks:
20

Get the number of shared nodes (downlink 1, downlink2) As Integer
Let a(3) be array of downlink 1 nodes
Let b(3) be array of downlink 2 nodes
For i = 1 To 3
For j = 1 To 3
If a(i) = b(j) Then k += 1
End For
End For
Return k
End
And to get the string combination of two downlinks we use the following strategy:
Get string of downlink-downlink combination (downlink 1, downlink 1)
Return type of downlink (downlink 1) + type of downlink (downlink 2)
End
By using the above algorithms we could find the downlink combination counts for any given
network.
4.2. Downlink attachment:
The substrate network is grown by adding one downlink at a time. The process of adding
downlinks has to meet a specific condition; that is, the new downlink must share node(s) with the
network. The reason behind this condition is that the substrate network should be a singly
connected component, because adding a downlink that does not share nodes with the substrate
network would result in creating disjoint components which is not common in GRN topologies.
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Since downlinks can either share one, two or three nodes, there are only three possible
lists of “sharing nodes” with the downlink in the substrate network:
-

List of all substrate downlinks that share one node with the new downlink

-

List of all substrate downlinks that share two nodes with the new downlink

-

List of all substrate downlinks that share three nodes with the new downlink

Once the number of shared nodes (

) is specified, we can target the

appropriate list from the substrate network and choose a downlink to attach to. The process of
attachment would simply mean matching the shared node(s) between the selected downlink of
the growing substrate and the new downlink and add the other unmatched node(s) and edge(s) of
the new downlink to the growing network. Note that downlink attachment does not necessarily
add new nodes to the substrate network as some downlinks share all there three nodes, However,
such attachment process would certainly add two edges to the growing substrate network.

4.3. Patterns of downlink attachment:
The diversity in downlink types will create specific patterns of attachment. Basically, there
are three categories of attachment depending on the number of shared nodes: category one, two
or three. The downlinks comparison below depends on the fact that both downlinks share a
specified number of nodes regardless of the use of numeric identifiers. We used the numeric
identifiers for both downlinks to simply refer and identify the nodes before the attachment
process. Once a downlink is added to the substrate network, all its numeric identifiers will be
specified based on the sequence of nodes of the substrate network.
4.3.1. One shared node downlink attachment
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There are four possible categories in which two downlinks share one node:
4.3.1.1.

Father to father

If we have two downlinks, d1={1,2,3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} where d1 and d2 share the same
father:
d1.father = d2.father
or ( node 1 = node 4), then the attachment process will add nodes 5 and 6 to the substrate
network as shows in figure (4-1).

Figure (4-1) One node attachment, pattern one (P1).
The applicable set of downlink-downlink combinations are shown in table (4-4)

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

A

ttg – tgg

A

ttt – tgg

A

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

A

ttg – ttt

A

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-4) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in one node attachment- pattern one.
4.3.1.2.

Father to son :
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If we have two downlinks, d1={1,2,3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share one node
where :
(d1.father = (d2.left or d2.right))
or (node 1 = either node 5 or node 6 ), then the attachment process will add either (nodes 4 and
6) or (nodes 4 and 5) to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-2).

Figure (4-2) One node attachment, pattern two (P2).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable
tgg - tgg

NA

not Type

applicable
ttg – tgg

NA
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not

applicable
ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

A

ttg – ttt

A

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-5) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in one node attachment- pattern two.
4.3.1.3.

Son to Father

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} where d1 and d2 share one
node where:
d1.left = d2.father or d1.right = d2.father
Or (either node 2 or 3 = node 4), then the attachment process will add nodes 5 and 6 to the
substrate network as shown in figure (4-3).

Figure (4-3) One node attachment, pattern three (P3).
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Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

A

ttt – tgg

A

tgg - ttg

NA

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

A

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-6) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in one node attachment- pattern
three.

4.3.1.4.

Son to son.

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share one node
where:
(d1.left = (d2.left or d2.right)) or (d1.right = (d2.left or d2.right))
Or (either node 2 or 3 = either node 5 or 6), then the attachment process will add nodes 5 and 6
to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-4).

Figure (4-4) One node attachment, pattern three (P3).
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Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

A

ttg – tgg

A

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

A

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-7) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in one node attachment- pattern
three.

4.3.2. Two shared nodes downlink attachment
There are five possible categories in which two downlinks share two nodes:
4.3.2.1.

Father – son to father – son:

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share two
nodes where:
d1.father = d1.father and (d1.left = (d2.left or d2.right) or d1.right = (d2.left or d2.right))
Or (node 1 = node 4 and (either node 2 or 3 = either node 5 or 6)), then the attachment process
will add only one node to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-5).
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Figure (4-5) Two nodes attachment, pattern one (P1).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

A

ttg – tgg

A

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

A

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-8) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in two nodes attachment- pattern
one.

4.3.2.2.

Father – son to son – father.

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} provided d1 and d2 share two
nodes:
d1.father = (d2.left or d2.right) and d2.father = (d1.left or d1.right)
Or (node 1 = (either node 5 or 6) and node 4 = (either node 2 or 3)), then the attachment process
will add one node to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-6).
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Figure (4-6) Two nodes attachment, pattern two (P2).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

NA

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

NA

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-9) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in two nodes attachment - pattern
two.
4.3.2.3.

Father – son to son – son.

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share two
nodes:
d1.father = (d2.left or d2.right) and (d1.left = (d2.left or d2.right) or d1.right = (d2.left or
d2.right))
Or (node 1 = (either node 5 or 6) and node 4 = (either node 2 or 3)), then the attachment process
will add nodes 5 and 6 to the substrate network as shows in figure (4-7).
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Figure (4-7) Two nodes attachment, pattern three (P3).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

NA

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

A

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

NA

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-10) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in two nodes attachment - pattern
three.

4.3.2.4.

Son – son to father – son.

If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share two
nodes where:
d2.father = (d1.left or d1.right) and (d1.left = (d2.left or d2.right) or d1.right = (d2.left or
d2.right))
Or (node 4 = (either node 2 or 3) and (either node 5 or 6 = either node 2 or 3)), then the
attachment process will add only one node to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-8).
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Figure (4-8) Two nodes attachment, pattern three (P3).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

A

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

NA

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

A

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-11) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in two nodes attachment - pattern
three.
Even though the node attachment is different in (son-son to father-son) to that in (fatherson to son-son), it results in same pattern. Therefore, we will refer to the (son-son to father-son)
as pattern three.
4.3.2.5.

Son – son to son – son.
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If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share two
nodes where:
d1.left = (d2.left or d2.right) and d1.right = (d2.left or d2.right)
Or (node 2 = (either node 5 or 6) and node 3= (either node 5 or 6)), then the attachment process
will add only one node to the substrate network as shown in figure (4-9).

Figure (4-9) Two nodes attachment, pattern 4 (P4).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

not

applicable

tgg - tgg

A

ttg – tgg

NA

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

NA

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

NA

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

A

Table (4-12) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in two nodes attachment - pattern
four.

4.3.3. Three shared nodes downlink attachment
4.3.3.1.

Father – son – son to son – father – son.
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If we have two downlinks, d1= {1, 2, 3} and d2 = {4, 5, 6} and d1 and d2 share three
nodes where:
d1.father = (d2.left or d2.right) and d2.father = (d1.left or d1.right) and (d1.left or d1.right)=(
d2.left or d2.right)
Or (either (nodes (1-3-2) attached to (5-4-6) or (6-4-5)) or (nodes (1-2-3) attached to (5-4-6) or
(6-4-5)), then the attachment process will add no nodes to the substrate network as shown in
figure (4-10)

Figure (4-10) three nodes attachment, pattern one (P1).

Type

A: applicable

A: applicable

A: applicable

NA:

NA:

NA:

not Type

applicable

not Type

applicable

applicable

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

NA

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

NA

ttg – ttg

A

ttt – ttg

NA

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

A
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not

Table (4-13) All applicable downlink-downlink combination in three nodes attachment- pattern
one.

So far we considered all the possible combinations of downlink attachments. However,
we saw there are few recurrent patterns appearing in the one and two node attachment cases:
1- Repeated patterns of attachment in one node attachment: As we can see in the one
node attachment, there are only three patterns. Note that each of the second and the
third attachment cases (father to son and son to father) result in same structure of
downlink attachment. Therefore we consider both cases as one.
2- Repeated patterns in the two nodes attachment cases: Same as in one node
attachment, we can find only four patterns of downlinks attachment. Cases: three and
four yield the same structures.
The table below lists all the non-repeated patterns and sets of applicable downlink-downlink
combination in each pattern.

Applicable Downlink-downlink
Category

Pattern

Pattern graph
combinations

P1

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg – ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg – ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

One node attachment

P2
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tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

Two nodes

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

attachment

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

tgg - tgg

ttg – tgg

ttt – tgg

tgg - ttg

ttg – ttg

ttt – ttg

tgg - ttt

ttg – ttt

ttt – ttt

P3

P1

P2

P3

P4

Three nodes
P1
attachment

Table (4-14) All applicable downlink-downlink combinations in each pattern.
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4.4. Sets of applicable patterns in each downlink-downlink combination:
It is important to specify the patterns of attachment that can be applied in two downlink
attachments. Different downlink-downlink attachments can result in different patterns. Here, we
determine all possible and acceptable patterns of attachment for one, two and three shared nodes
that specified to the type of the two downlinks. Table (4-15) shows the applicable patterns in
one, two and three node attachments.

dl-dl

dl-dl
Applicable

combinati

dl-dl
Applicable

combinati
pattern

on

Applicable
combinat

pattern
on

pattern
ion

tgg - tgg

{P1,P3}

ttg – tgg

{P1,P2,P3}

ttt – tgg

{P1,P2}

tgg - ttg

{P1,P2,P3}

ttg – ttg

{P1,P2,P3}

ttt – ttg

{P1,P2,P3}

tgg - ttt

{P1,P2}

ttg – ttt

{P1,P2,P3}

ttt – ttt

{P1,P2,P3}

tgg - tgg

{P1,P4}

ttg – tgg

{P1,P3}

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

{P1,P2,P3}

ttg – ttg

{P1,P2,P3,P4}

ttt – ttg

{P1,P3}

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

{P1}

ttt – ttt

{P1,P2,P3,P4}

tgg - tgg

NA

ttg – tgg

NA

ttt – tgg

NA

tgg - ttg

NA

ttg – ttg

{P1}

ttt – ttg

NA

tgg - ttt

NA

ttg – ttt

NA

ttt – ttt

{P1}

One node
attachment

Two nodes
attachment

Three nodes
attachment

Table (4-15) Applicable patterns for different downlink-downlink combinations.
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Chapter Five Downlink Based Substrate Network Growing Model

A downlink based network growing model is an algorithm that uses downlinks as a basic
structure for analyzing and growing a small sized substrate network into a large scale complex
network. Several models exist to grow a network of small scale to large scale networks by
adding single nodes or edges at a time.
In our downlink based algorithm of growing large scale complex networks, we analyze and
measure specific downlink based network statistics in model GRNs and incorporate them into
the algorithm as set of rules used to grow the network.
The network growing model uses the addition of downlink as set of three nodes and two
edges with very specific types and patterns of attachment to the substrate network as discussed
before. That is, every time a new downlink comes, its components (nodes and edges) would be
added to the network’s structure. We have avoided creating more than two separated
(disconnected) components in the same network. In this way, every time we add a new downlink
to the network, we increase the network size in terms of nodes and edges.
Generally, our motivation is that we want to predict the rules of growing a biological network
such that it would have the same characteristics as another target GRN. Assume we have a goal
network called G= (V, E) which has set of vertices V and set of edges E. We next extract a
substrate network S= (v, e) which is a subnetwork of the goal network G. v is a subset of V while
e is a subset of E; note that e is set of edges over v only. The intention is to find the methodology
in which we grow the substrate network that starts with small set of nodes and edges S (v, e) to
be a network that has the same characteristics and properties as the goal network G (V, E). The
algorithm will have two basic input networks:
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-

A goal network G.

-

A substrate network S.

And it outputs the grown substrate network Grown_S.
However, the growing concepts are the same in term of adding nodes to the substrate
network, but the methodology and structure of why and how we are adding these nodes are
different here. As we have found earlier that specific network structures would have a very
specific number of patterns of attachment and downlink-downlink combinations, we can grow
the substrate network by using these statistics by using the probability distributions of either the
goal network or the current substrate itself.
Growing the substrate network requires specifying what kind of downlink should be
added to the substrate and where exactly and why did we choose these positions and structures.
5.1. The probability distributions
In this study where emulating the distribution of the nodes and edges of the goal network
represents the target goal, a process of emulation is implemented so that it tries to derive the
grown substrate network having the same distribution as the goal network. To do so, a very basic
function

( ) is used to determine a random value within several ranges. The ranges may have

several meanings such as the distribution of number of shared nodes or number of attachment
patterns existing in a specific downlink-downlink combination. The utility behind repeatedly
using this function is that we use the same probability distribution as provided by the goal
network. Large values are more expected to dominate the returning value than the smaller values
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depending on the generated random value of r. The probability distribution

( ) is defined as

follows:

( )
{
The algorithm below explains how to find the probability distribution for three different values:
Probability_distribution(x, y, z)
Let total = x + y + z
let r be a value between (1,0)
If r >= 0 And r <=

Then

Return 1
Else If r >

and r <=

Then

Return 2
Else
Return 3
End If
End algorithm
Same algorithm is used to work over different number of parameters.
5.2. The selection of downlinks to attach to.
A downlink is selected from the substrate network by using a probability distribution over the
specified network’s statistics. The process of selecting the downlink is shown below:
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First, we have to find the type of downlink to be chosen from the substrate network based on the
probability distribution over the number of

,

and

as follows:

Get a random variable r between 0-1.
Let
Let selected_type be a string of the selected type.
If r lies in the range of (0,

If r lies in the range of (

) then selected_type = tgg.

,

If r lies in the range of (

) then selected_type = ttg.

) then selected_type = ttt.

Second, we should store all downlinks that have the same type as selected_type does.
Let

be number of existing downlinks of the selected_type,

Define Probable_Downlink() as an array of downlink that holds the downlinks of the
selected type.
For i=1 to
If type of downlink(downlink i) = selected_type then
++;
Probable_Downlink(

)=downlink_List(i)

End if
Next i
Now we have all the potential downlinks to be attached to, one downlink should be selected
amongst them based on its degree centrality of the corresponding VMN representation of the
substrate network.
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5.3. Degree Centrality
Degree of a node can be interpreted as how influent is the node in term of its connection
within the network. The node that has many edges (relationships) than other nodes means that
this node is central and it has a significant role in specifying the functionality of the network. In a
directed network, the node with high indegree means it is essential to other nodes and the node
that has high outdegree means it has high influence into other connected nodes.
A degree centrality metric is used to specify the substrate downlinks t having the highest
potential to be selected for attachment with the new downlink. Let’s define the DL_DC
(

) to be the array that is going to hold the degree centrality for each downlink. In

order to calculate the degree centrality for each single downlink, a VMN matrix is used. A
degree centrality basically is defined in the following equation:
∑
The degree of any given downlink is calculated as follows:
∑

The downlink degree centrality is stored in an array called DL_DC(). After we have calculated
the degree centrality for each downlink in the substrate network, a downlink should be selected
based on the probability distribution of the degree centralities of the different downlinks. The
probability distribution of downlinks degree centrality is calculated by the following algorithm:
Let Temp_DL_DC(

) be the array that contains the probability of each downlink to

be chosen.
Let temp_total =0
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For i=1 to
temp_total = temp_total + DL_DC(i)
Next i
temp_DL_DC(1) =
For i = 2 To
Temp_DL_DC(1) =
Temp_DL_DC (i) = Temp_DL_DC(1) +
Next
Let r be a random value between (0,1).
Let temp =1
For i = 1 To
If r > Temp_DL_DC (i) Then
temp = i
Else
Exit For
End If
Next
Return substrate downlink (temp)
5.4. The selection of downlinks to be added.
The selection of the new downlink would follow a certain methodology so that an appropriate
network is generated with the potential of high similarity to the goal network. We use the goal
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network’s statistics to find out the probable type of downlink and pattern of attachment. In
general, the strategy of selecting and adding the downlink is as follows:
1- Depending on the strategy of growth of the substrate network, we would generate the
number of shared nodes

between the selected substrate downlink and

the new downlink.
2- Based on the type of the selected substrate downlink (selected_type) and the number
of shared nodes (

), the type of the new downlink would be specified by

using the probability distribution over all the combination of downlinks whose first
downlink type is the same as the selected type. We used table (4-15) to implement
this strategy.
3- Now we have the downlink-downlink combination set and we can choose the pattern
of attachment using the probability distribution over all the patterns of that
combination.
In order to specify the number of nodes (

) we used the following

algorithm:
Let

+

+

Let r be a random value between (0,1)
If r lies in the range of (0,
If r lies in the range of (
If r lies in the range of (

) then
) then
) then

The next algorithm shows how to specify the type of the downlink and pattern of
attachment:
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= get the number of shared nodes.
// Now we specified what table to use (one, two or three nodes attachment table.)
Substrate_dl = Get the type of downlink ( selected substrate downlink)
// Now we get the first section of the downlink-downlink combination. We would use this value
to specify the type of the second downlink.
New_dl = select the type of the new downlink using the probability distribution over the
applicable downlink-downlink combinations where substrate_dl represents the first part.
//Now we have specified the downlink-downlink combination and number of shared nodes, we
should target what pattern to use under that combination:
Pattern = get the pattern using the probability distribution over the applicable patterns of the
selected downlink-downlink combination.
Attach (

, pattern, substrate_dl, new_dl)

5.5. Attaching the new downlink using the different patterns:
A downlink should be attached to the substrate network using very specific structure of
matching and node addition as described earlier. Each pattern has a unique representation inside
the network and needs very discrete requirements to be applied. The node and edge addition was
done normally for each individual pattern case in such a way that we only add the new node(s)
and edges as contained in the new downlink to the selected substrate downlink. The downlink
addition is implemented in two steps: First, the new node(s)’ numeric identifier(s) is(are) added
to the substrate nodes list while preserving their indices. Second, we add new edges among the
preserved nodes as specified for each pattern.
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In one node attachment patterns, two new nodes and edges will be added to the substrate
network. In two node attachment patterns, one new node and two edges will be added to the
substrate network. And in three node attachment pattern no new node is added to the substrate
network while two new edges are added.
Apparently, a gene node will not be allowed to have an out degree as other transcription
factor nodes. Moreover, when the system is required to choose one of two nodes of the same
type to be matched, we should check for the following:
o If we have to add an incoming edge to either two gene nodes or transcription factor
nodes, we use the probability distribution between the incoming degrees of each node
and then we generate a random value between (0,1) and we pick the node that falls in
the range of incoming degree distribution (

)

to add the edge to it.
o Similarly, if we have to add an outgoing edge to two transcription factor nodes, we
will use the probability distribution between the outgoing degrees of each node and
then we generate a random value between (0,1) and we pick the node that falls in the
range of outgoing degree distribution (

) to add

the edge to it.

5.6. Different strategies in growing the network:
In this study, four different growing strategies were used so that later we can check the
performance of the algorithm in terms of measuring the similarity between the grown networks
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and the goal network. Generally, we need to specify what network statistics should be used in
order to grow the substrate network? Should it be the same as the goal network’s statistics or the
substrate network’s statistics? Also, we need to specify the number of shared nodes between the
selected substrate downlink and the new coming downlink in every single attachment; should it
be chosen based on the probability distribution over the specified network

,

and

or by the number of patterns in each of the three attachment modes(3,4,1)?
In fact, four different strategies are implemented in this thesis:
1- Using goal network’s statistics with unbiased distribution of probability over
and

,

.

2- Using goal network’s statistics with biased distribution of probability over (3, 4, 1).
3- Using substrate network’s statistics with unbiased distribution of probability over
and

,

.

4- Using substrate network’s statistics with biased distribution of probability over (3, 4,
1).
Finding the number of shared nodes would be using one of the following methods:
1- Unbiased distribution: by using the

,

and

which represent the

number of one shared node, two shared nodes and three shared nodes respectively of
the specified network. The number of shared nodes between the selected substrate
downlink and the new downlink (

) would be calculated by using the

probability distribution over

,

and

shows how to generate the number of shared nodes:
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. The algorithm below

Let

+

+

Let r be a random value between (0,1)
If r lies in the range of (0,

) then

If r lies in the range of (

) then

If r lies in the range of (

) then

2- Biased distribution: By using the probability distribution of the number of patterns
within each category of attachments. In one node attachment case, there are three
different possible patterns. In two nodes attachment case, there are four different
patterns and in the three nodes attachment case there is only one pattern. The
algorithm below shows how to generate the number of shared nodes:
Let
// 3 in one node attachment, 4 in two nodes attachment and 1 in three nodes
attachment
Let r be a random value between (0,1)
If r lies in the range of (0,
If r lies in the range of (
If r lies in the range of (

) then
) then
) then
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Chapter Six Results and Discussion

Here we report the performance of our proposed network growing algorithm by
comparing it with sample GRNs extracted out of E. coli and also the modified preferential
attachment algorithm presented in [19]. We first discuss the maximum likelihood estimation
strategy used for comparing the degree and motif distributions.
6.1. Maximum likelihood estimation of cumulative distribution functions
Several features of interest in biology when subjected to repeated measurement show a
cumulative probability distribution that follows power-law type mathematical relationship [41].
For that reason, the in-, out-, or total-degree distributions of a network may support a power-law
type tail depending on the scheme of the attachment kernel used to build it. However if there are
no a priori theoretical considerations to predict whether experimental data should best fit to a
particular distribution, then curve-fitting methodologies are commonly used to justify empirical
relationships among features in these data. It is known, for example, that using a least squares
based optimization algorithm does not accurately determine whether the data are power-law
distributed [42].
Addressing this problem, [42] presented a maximum likelihood estimation based approach that
determines whether data are power-law distributed or not. To carry out our analyses on the motif
participation and degree distributions extracted from the experimental and synthetic networks
described above, we employed MATLAB implementations of the maximum likelihood
estimation method of [41].
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The modified preferential attachment algorithm from [19] was implemented here with all 3
attachment kernels: linear, sigmoidal and power-law (details on the kernels can be found in [19]).
MLE for the different degree distributions
Sample Substrates
Kernel type

100n-1

100n-2

100n-3

100n-4

100n-5

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

0.91

0.94

0.81

0.25

0.55

0.18

0.86

0.74

0.63

1.18

0.87

0.75

0.8

1.92

0.21

1.09

1.08

0.99

0.23

0.57

0.16

0.8

0.71

0.73

1.09

0.99

0.46

0.88

1.91

0.19

0.92

0.98

0.97

0.42

0.63

0.15

1.01

0.66

0.82

1.25

0.65

1.09

0.62

1.91

0.3

0.08

0.96

0.13

0.38

0.21

0.07

0.62

0.12

0.1

0.22

0.44

0.07

1.89

1.9

0.35

0.12

0.79

0.12

0.35

0.57

0.05

0.3

0.9

0.1

0.36

0.96

0.2

1.9

1.9

0.3

0.16

1.4

0.61

0.37

0.69

0.02

0.38

0.9

0.36

0.48

0.94

0.37

1.9

1.9

0.41

0.24

1.38

0.43

0.37

0.53

0.04

0.38

0.9

0.34

0.30

0.91

0.41

1.89

1.89

0.35

1. Linear

2. Power-law

3. Sigmoidal

4. p = goal

5. p = goal
(biased)
6. p =
substrate
7. p =
substrate
(biased)

Table (6-1) MLE based comparison for different degree distributions
Originally, the MLE gives a best fit scale free distribution for the degree distribution at hand. For
our 5 target networks of size 100 nodes extracted from the largest connected component (LCC)
of the E. coli GRN, each network has its own alpha (that designate the exponent of the power
law distribution). Moreover, we extracted subgraphs from our target networks of sizes equal to
10, 20, 30, and 40% of their original target networks, 5 networks per percentage, which gives us
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a total of 20 subgraphs per sample target network (herein initial formations). For each initial
formation, the networks are grown to 100 nodes using the algorithm discussed in the thesis with
the seven kernels listed in the table and the differences between their alpha values and the alpha
values of the target networks are stored (herein alpha’).
Table 6-1 gives the average of alpha’ across these 20 cases. Similarly, Table 6-2 shows the
averaged alpha’ for the feed-forward loop motif distributions for the 20 cases. It can be observed
that the biased goal network kernel works better that the biased version, whereas the biased
substrate network kernel works better than the unbiased version. Also, the goal network based
kernels work better than the substrate network based kernels which is to be expected; the
substrates being of smaller size will not generate the best values for computing the probability
distributions for the attachment algorithm. Regardless, all 4 versions of our proposed algorithm
work better than the modified preferential attachment based algorithm proposed in [19]
improving both the degree and motif distributions significantly.
MLE for the motif participation distribution
Sample Substrate
Kernel type

100n-1

100n-2

100n-3

100n-4

100n-5

1. Linear
1.17

1.19

0.79

1.32

0.33

1.17

1.19

0.79

1.32

0.33

1.17

1.19

0.79

1.32

0.33

2. Power-law

3. Sigmoidal
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4. p = goal
0.67

0.43

0.34

0.75

0.63

0.47

0.41

0.34

0.7

0.63

0.75

1.2

0.34

0.69

0.62

0.77

1.23

0.34

0.91

0.62

5. p = goal
(biased)
6. p =
substrate

7. p =
substrate
(biased)
Table(6-2) MLE based motif participation distribution
Figures 6-1 to 6-4 plot the same statistics as shown in the above two tables for the total, in- and
out- degree distributions and the motif distribution.
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Figure (6-1) MLE difference for in degree distributions

Figure (6-2) MLE difference for motif distributions
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Figure (6-3) MLE difference for out degree distributions

Figure (6-4) MLE difference for total degree distributions
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Chapter Seven Growing the network using correct downlink attachment in a game based
approach

Preserving the sequence of downlinks that have been correctly added to the grown
substrate network would be used in specifying the most repeated subsequences of attached
downlinks. This would help in recognizing the recurrent patterns of subsequences of downlink
attachments and determining the categories of these patterns’ sequences as rules of our network
grow model. A game based model is designed to use the human choices of adding downlinks and
connections instead of using the stochastic model described before. The purpose of the game is
to both aid in education activities on complex networks as well as to assess if new rules emerge
by exploiting the gamers’ intelligence.
Establishing the rules of purpose-guided network growing models become necessary
since not all networks were evolved using the concept of random connections (such as in
stochastic network formation models [31], [32] and [30]). Models that use purpose-guided rules
of growing networks have mostly focused on economic and social networks such as network
formation games ([33], [34], [35],[36], [37], [38], [39], [40]). Herein, a complex network
formation game is designed to grow complex large-scale networks using human intelligence as a
mechanism of growing the network. Basically, a player is given two networks: goal network and
substrate network which is a subnetwork of the goal network. The player has to grow the
substrate network and required to match the goal network. In general, we used downlinks as a
basic unit of the game, where the player has to select a node from the given substrate network’s
nodes that participate in the downlinks leading to the addition of correct nodes at the correct
places.
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A gaming software is designed to let a player grow the network starting with a specific
number of nodes. We used small networks extracted from the online java software of
GeneNetWeaver to use them as goal and substrate networks. Different sizes of networks were
generated as shown in figure (7-3)

Figure (7-1) Gaming difficulty dialogue box.
The player has to select the size of the network by specifying the number of nodes existing in
the network and then choose one of the several random networks of the same size. Once the
player clicks the command button “Go” a new window pops up loading the selected network as a
goal network and generate a smaller network called the “Substrate Network”. The substrate
network will be loaded with transcription factor nodes only, as shown in figure (7-2), showing
transcription factor as red nodes and genes

as blue nodes.
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Figure (7-2) Basic interface of the game

Figure (7-3) Selected node with the applicable downlinks
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Figure (7-4) Substrate network after adding several downlinks.
Downlink based network growing means that the network is created and increased by
adding more nodes and edges to it, with the use of downlinks instead of a single node. Since the
substrate network started with very little number of nodes that are weakly connected, a player
has to select the right downlink to be added to the best place. To achieve that purpose, players
can select the substrate node that might play a critical role in selecting the best incoming
downlink with the potential correct nodes to be added. By selecting that node, a list of related
downlinks will appear each highlighting the selected node from a list of all the applcable
downlinks of the goal network. Moreover, the player is able to look for downlinks that have one
and two existing nodes in the substrate network. Therefore, two basic modes of selection are
available:
1- Downlinks with the selected one node, labeled as one node attachment mode.
2- Downlinks with the selected two nodes, labeled as two nodes attachment mode.
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Moreover, a player is provided with another two lists of downlinks for simplifying the
game playing experience:
1- Downlinks with

format.

2- Downlinks with

format.

Later on, the player would select one downlink from the available downlink list and press
“attach”. The process of attachment will exclude the existing shared nodes and add the new
applicable nodes with their edges. For example, if the player selects one node mode then two
new nodes will be added and if two nodes mode is selected then only one new node is added; for
both cases, two edges is added. Nodes and edges are added to the substrate network using the
same structure as they appear in the goal network. Specifically, every node in the substrate
network and in the goal network has a unique identifier. Note that we do not consider 3-node
attachments in the game as that is straightforward to achieve for the gamers.The player has
different ways of growing the network, such as connecting the

nodes using two nodes

attachment mode or simply adding nodes with one node attachment mode. The complexity of
adding downlink to the substrate network using this manner has mainly two issues. The first
issue is when the player has selected the two nodes mode. In this mode, the applicable lists of
downlinks will appear in two colors: red for transcription factors and blue for genes as
mentioned earlier. The player has to highlight two nodes in the substrate network and then in the
shown lists. The player is equipped with the selection of the first –main node. The player does
not know which second highlighted node in the downlink lists is exactly the second node in the
substrate network. The player has to appropriately place the selection over the correct nodes and
then press “Attach”. If the player makes a wrong selection, the program will add the node to the
right place and show the edge in red color in the goal network to mean it was a wrong addition.
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If the player makes a correct addition then the added edges would be black. The remaining
untouched edges are displayed in blue. The second issue is specifying the best sequence of
attachment patterns and downlink-downlink combinations to grow the network to match the goal
network. Should the player initially finish all the one node modes and then start the two nodes
mode or vice versa? Or is there a specific pattern 1/2 node modes and downlink types that result
in the best grown network?
We will be able to see the progress of the players as well as their understanding for the
best option to choose to grow the network. By the end of the game, a sequence of types of
downlinks and modes that have been added to the substrate network is stored and returned for
further analysis. We have used the following formats to save the sequence of attachments:
Type of
Mode

Char
downlink

One node mode attachment
Two nodes mode attachment
One node mode attachment
Two nodes mode attachment
Table (7-1) Different modes of attachment’s characters.
To properly evaluate the usefulness of this gaming model, we need to generate sufficient
statistics by letting thousands of gamers play the network growing game. Generating these
statistics is planned as future work for us in this area.
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Chapter Eight Conclusions and Further Work

In this thesis, we have presented a directed complex network growing algorithm using the
concept of motif additions. Specifically, while existing algorithms in this are grow undirected
networks using the preferential attachment model or directed networks using the modified
preferential attachment scheme and different attachment kernels, they fail to produce good
correspondence in the motif distributions observed in real-world biological networks. Our goal in
this thesis was to propose a new paradigm, that of network growing using motifs, which serve as
the building blocks of complex networks. In this thesis, we have only considered downlink
motifs and also the type of nodes (transcription factor or gene) they contain as downlinks seem to
cover most of the nodes and edges in a GRN. Our proposed algorithm can be improved upon by
considering other motif structures into the network growing algorithm. We have also
implemented a complex network growing game which also considers downlink additions to gain
insights on network growing using the intelligence of the gamers.
In the following, we will highlight some immediate future works planned from this thesis:
8.1. Identifying the best initial substrate network structure to be grew
In this proposed study, we will generate several subnetworks from a given set of goal
networks and grew these substrates to the size of the goal network. Then we will assess what
features of the substrate topologies play a critical role in specifying the best initial substrate
network structure, such as the number of and

nodes, the values of several network statistics

and so on. We plan to generate several networks (100, 200, up to 500 nodes each) and extract
several hundred subnetworks with different percentages and apply our downlink based growing
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model. These statistics will be collected and a support vector machine model (SVM) will be built
to identify the factors that increase or decrease the similarity between the grown network and the
corresponding goal network.
8.2. Identify the most common pattern of attachment using LCS.
In this work, we want to identify the most recurrent sequence of downlink attachment modes (1,
2, 3 node attachments) and sequence of attachment patterns (ttg, tgg, ttt) by using our complex
network growing game. We will perform several simulations on several goal networks with
different sets of percentages of subnetworks. In each simulation we will record the following:
1- String to record the type of the selected substrate downlink to attach to.
2- String to record the type of the new downlink.
3- String to record the pattern of attachment.
4- String to record the number of shared nodes.
Then we would use the largest common subsequence algorithm among each of them to find the
most frequent series of growing actions dependently,
8.3. Grow the network using different set of downlink centralities.
Note that only degree centralities were implemented in the VMN of the substrate network for
identifying the downlink to attach to. We plan to use different centralities as a downlink selection
method from the VMN of the substrate. These centralities include betweeness, closeness,
eigenvector, Katz, and many others.
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